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Trustees slash
remedial classes

THE CALM
BEFORE
THE STORM

Spartan Duly Sull

The California State nisei sit)
Board of Trustees vi iiiWednesclay to niaket drastic reductii utus ill remedial education over the next 12 years.
They hope to reduce the need
for the classes rather than elultujnate them entirely, an ifle.1 111,1(
has met with fierce ("posit’, in CATiier this year.
The trustees have
set a goal of reducing
the number of remedial classes offered by
10 percent by the
year 2001,50 percent
by 2005 and 90 percent by 2007.
The plan also aims
to encourage educators in the
CSU system to work with kindergarten through 12th grade schools
to better prepare students for college study.
In 1993, the last year for which
figures are available, 49 percent of
CSU freshmen failed the English
placement exam and 47 percent
tailed the math exam. In 1995,63
percent of SJSU freshman flunked
the English exam and 41 percent
failed the math exam.
SIM. senior and CSI

Above: MBA
candidate Vincent
Koukpaizan
researches tax
codes on the first
floor of Clark
Library Monday
afternoon, a full
two days before
the start of
classes.

Right: Nam Cao
had a pick of pool
tables Tuesday
morning. The
sophomore
biology major
was the only person in the usually
jam-packed billiards room in the
lower level of the
Student Union.
l’1101(

By Leslie Asbury
Spartan Daily Staff %/flier

As the Transpi irtatti in Access
Program, TAP. MIllidS Mt its
fourth and final semester, negotiations are underwas between
Associated Students and the ((minty’s Transportation Ageni for a

KY

A Mentoring Faire for women tit
business, sponsored by SJSI
Center to Develop Women
Entrepreneurs, the Mid-Peninsula
YWCA and the Silicon Valle
Nati,
the
of
Chapter
Association of Women Business
Saturday
Owners, will be held on
from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the San
Jose Red Lion Inn.
"We are trying to increase the
understanding of the value of
mentoring," said Karen Csejtey,
YWCA’s Director of the Women s
Entrepreneur Program.
Women who register for the
Mentoring Faire have a choice of
workshops, rap sessions or speed
mentoring. Each program is one
hour and 30 minutes long. There
are six workshops total, three in
the morning and three in the
afternoon. They include: seized
power of the Internet, emergence

the Metaiii,i

rII
ive menntring Sii ategies, the
ttlit.tit.). pet 5111 110 on int 111(A.
"1’4

it’

tittn-ttatittittthil

11’1’k

and the women’s perspei nil .111
marketing.
ap 5Il ii
There are lit
throughout the day whie hii.,1115151
of facilitated panel discussions on
given topics where participants can
talk with mentors in a group environment.
The speed mentoring section
gives the women a chance to speak
personally with a mentor for 10 to
-15 minutes. There will also be an
opportunity to speak with up to 40
successful business women on a
one-on-one basis.
aspect
of
the
Another
Mentoring Faire is the "Test
Marketing Hall" Women enueprenews have a chance to display new
products, goods mid seryices. The
participants are grin feedback
from female inaik,out; experts, a

aluable key in the mai keting
tIi ess.
l’he purpo,,, a .1 menttiiring
p/,,%id, a ,,.,
ii ogrant us 11
between %ming entrepit111111%
.111d women
in the field lhe
female Innaness inviter poiyide
expert advice on the wi (mg, and
rights of the industry.
"You need to fincl a support system to fill in all your voids and
weaknesses," said. Enid Allison.
CEO of Oak Tree Mazda and a
guest speaker at the Faire.
going to make your organization
much stronger."
The proteges are able to learn
from the experiences of the mentor and the mentor is able to learn
from the protege’s questions and
responses.
"Most people can benefit from
mentoring. It’s a kind of relationship that we need more of,"
Csejtey said.

New development director trying to do more with less
By Becki Bell
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

California’s system of college education has always
been subject to the budget fluctuations of state government. Recent cuts in funding have been challenging for San Jose State, and the university has been
forced to take some creative steps to compensate for a
slimmer portion of state funds.
As part of that creative process, the university has
added a new director of development to its team at

the College of Hittutat lies and Arts.
Ursula Surgalski. who was hired for the position last
October, said, "Ilit I eason I’m here is because the
California State I’ll ersity system must now secure
private contributioils to maintain the quality of education we have all come to know.
"My job is to make sure that programs like.llie
Center for Literary Arts remain.t1 Is l .111d ht’,ilulrs 111
addition, my job is also to he the Ham irce speaking
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See Surgalski, Back page

Shutdown avoided
Bruised by two
government shutdowns,
Republicans embraced
legislation Thursday that
would keep federal
agencies going through
March 15.
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unlimited use ,
ansportation. Th,
operated with sue(
twat t
See TAP Back page

Beyond the war: musician
shares music of Vietnam

Mentoring Faire to inspire women entrepeneurs
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Heather Ham //cern/cured to this
report.

TAP renegotiating
as time runs out

ARIMI ’HA
SPARIAN DAILY

By Leslie Asbury

It inter
hank \A add at
Wednesday’s board meeting in
Long Brach, where San Diego
Trustee Ralph Pesqueira presented
the Committee on Educational
Policy’s recommendation.
After the presentation, the floor
was opened to public comment.
About 211 students spoke about the
proposal. most id them against it.
Wada said.
lbey argued the
lift ’sal was unreal sill and Would allow
fewer students admission to (SU schools.
But Wada, who
said he supports the
plan, said. "This recommendation
we
passed was made
front comments of the same individuals ilia i still oppose it."
511)11 tmunittee
A
led
by
Mar\ .111111 Itu ighes, president of
Cal State Stanislaus, will meet in
Fehrui.uis to decide how to implement the new plan. Reductions in
remedial education are scheduled
tel start no later than Janurary,
1997.

By Danthanh
Huynh
ssmir Daily Contributeng

..)

WIWI) he was live
years old, Phong
Nguyen
began
singing. At the age
of 10, he became a
professional musician and made his
debut throughout
Victnam’s
South
provnic
enter as
Nguyen
a folk singer and
instrumentalist
Fueled by a family id utuitsi iris and his sill it .) 14 tve
for ITIUSiC and entertainment. Ngmen began his early
career performing in lestuals mid ceremonies.
Today Nguyen continues to pursue his Inc, It
music. During the last two decades, ht. has touted
111.111
I tat pc, Asia and the United States, giving !euh
215) concerts. He will be making his second visit to
San Jose in two performances at The San Jose Stage
Company tonight at 8 p.m. and Saturday. A workshop
on Saturday at 1 p.m. will .o comport the perfor-

malZ.s.workship, conducted hi Ngin en and his
nIp pain, Manis understand the
eomplexiiies ot 111C hallibtit, mid ’41 Dig 111,11 uments
used in the performances. and answers questions
aboui the historical. ’atm al and theoretical aspects
of Vic main, -a traditional 111115It.
list I \n1111’11 11-1 .1 dings "Music of Vietnam \gi sir I lisemble" and "Front Rice
The Phi ri
pl,sitne
kneu mIcd
Paddies awl It 1111111 \
C11.11.11111k, .11111,11/

k

1111111.

.111111/

1.11111

a wealth 1)1 deli( melt quaering
!ions, accompanying himself im a
two-so ing Inn that delicately shadowed Ins cical
lines
His most recent recording. a double compact disc
set. F ui nil Voices," includes talented VietnameseAmern iii music:tarts front across the United States.
Ngut cu. who teaches ethnomusicology. at Kent
Slate Unireisitt ’s Center for the Study of World
Music. describes his music as being deep in the
sounds ol umber.
"Vietnamese music is enriched by the concept of
itKit. that makes music embellish in such a way that
you can literally hear the bending tone." he said.
"A member of the audience mat feel that the
(Vietnamese) music is jazzY, dizzy or eye!, gne them a
headache. But when the music is played more and
more. he or she will feel there are significant notes
and hear the emotions."
Accompanied by songs and dance, his performances will feature a series of bamboo and strings
instruments: Dan Rau, a Vietnamese monochord.
Icni, a one-stringed fiddle; Dan Tranh, a zither with
ki tel 21 thin metal strings: Dan Nguyet a moon shaped. long-necked lute. Trung, a bamboo
phuiiu. and Coong, a bamboo tune zither.
wise’, and his ensemble, which includes Tuyen
:Miranda Arima and Dock Itmah, would like
then audience to leave with a lasting impression’of
Vietnamese music.
"1 hope the’s learn the meanings of the songs, the
behavior of the Viettiamc.c artists, the culture of the
\gine!’
people and the sounds , Ile instruments
See Nguyen, Back page

Apple for a billion

Attack possible

Best in baseball

Conflicting reports say
that Sun Microsystems
Inc. is ready to pay $4
billion for Apple Computer
Inc. Or is it $2.76 billion?
Sun might pay for Apple’s
frustrated shareholders
and investment bankers.

China refused today to rule
out a military strike
against Taiwan and would
not comment on a repot/
that Chinese leaders have
planned a specific attack.
Taiwan warned not to
provoke China.

On the day that Atlanta
organizers unveiled the
baseball schedule for the
1996 Olympics, most of the
talk centered on finding a
way to get the major
leaguers involved for the
2000 Games in Sydney.
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OPINION

Friday, January 26, 1996

San Jose State University

SPARTAN DAILY

If the old adage "what goes around comes around" is true, what do we have to lose?

Think globally,
rowing up Puerto Rican on the inside and "niger" on the outside. I thought my life as a child
was an unfair, unbearable nightmare.
Growing up Catholic meant that every so often a
paper bowl with photos of less fortunate children and
their families was the centerpiece at the dinner table.
The depictions reminded us how fortunate we
were.
The guilt was supposed to motivate us into donating at least spare change, my allowance, or the cost of
their meal each time we sat down to eat.
But when I read about and saw the life of unwanted
children in Chinese orphanages, in retrospect I lived
a luxurious childhood. Human Rights Watch/Asia
reports neglect and abuse abandonment of unwanted
children.
Under Chinese population control laws, the most
severe of any country in the world, I would not have
those two headaches who I always had to share my
stuff with and who continually got in my way siblinrIn fact, if either parent was a state employee and
they had more than one child, either through natural
birth or adoption, according to Bill Takazawa,
Professor of Geography at SJSU, the penalties would
have included denial of food subsidies and the threat
of a pension reduction.
China’s draconian policies have fostered horrendous conditions in the orphanages. Atrocities corn-

mitted include attaching toddlers to infant seats
for hours, expecting infants to feed themselves
by leaving the baby bottle in the crib, and
simply starving children to death.
This situation calls for action and I am
a results-oriented person. My solution is
simple: adoption.
However, because I am American,
China will not allow me to adopt.
China, embarrassed by exposure of orphanage conditions,
will make it difficult, if not
impossible, for Americans to
adopt Chinese children.
This denial of adoption by
the Chinese to childless or
generous American families
amounts to a message to stay
out of China’s affairs.
The fact is that China is burdened with the world’s largest
population. It is faced with an
unprecedented problem that has no
model for resolution according to
Takazawa.
When I first saw the bumper sticker,
"Think globally, act locally, I almost
lost my lunch.
Now I appreciate the concept.

act locally
Today! tithe at my church but feel I
should be able to do more.
I can’t be the end all and be
all solution for every single
problem around di, world.
But as a student journalist, I
am in a unique position to
learn how I can communicate necessary, responsible,
and
thought-provoking
unbiased information to the public.
This information will hopefully motivate people to learn how
they can make a
difference.
Most students were
fortunate enough to
be raised in a home
with climate-appropriate clothing, sufficient
food and a relatively pleasant
environment
As members of an educational institution we are in a
unique position to affect
change by drafting a worldwide orphanage policy

through the United Nations.
Takazawa suggests that rather than "scandal mongering," researchers should develop a program where
the international community creates a set of worldwide standards for orphanges.
Of course, different standards for different countries exist, but SJSU could act locally by instituting a
research project funded by the United Nations that
could begin the long, arduous process of raising the
standard of living for the world community.
If the old adage, "what goes around comes
around," is true, what do we have to lose?
Former President Richard Nixon in his final publication titled, "Beyond Peace," stated that America
must lead.
I agree. Let it begin with us.
Lisa Brown is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

When worlds collide..

Is this fair to our students?

What you should consider about Prop. 197

Why little Jane and Johnny can’t read

In general, mountain lions
Mai L it there will be an ini
This
aren’t dangerous to humans. They
tive on the ballot asking to reinthink we are obnoxious, noisy
state privilege to the Department
creatures and will tend to hide or
of Fish and Game (DFG) to control the
run away from our presence, but
mountain lion population.
there are a few exceptions. If a
It should be considered carefully. It is
person happens down a trail and
not a license to murder an endangered
finds himself or herself between a
species, nor is it asking for permission
lion and her cub, or if a lion feels
to hunt a living creature for a trophy,
trapped, it would be cause for
but for control over an animal which
alarm. They are prone to selfcould be a possible threat to humans or
defense.
themselves by entering our environA lion would be more apt to
ment.
attack a child than an adult for
Mountain lion sightings have been
size reasons, which means if you
unusually high in recent months. Many
happen to be a child walking
have been spotted closer to civilization
down a trail, your chances of winthan normal, showing up in backyards
ning a "tango" aren’t too good.
and even on a community college camWith their growing population
pus in Gilroy. This is a big concern in
these scenaniii areaThreelli
that area as well as other areas near the
sibility than before.
wilderness.
In 1990, an initiative was
There is no doubt that these are beautiful creapassed taking DFG control away.
tures, or that we have invaded their space by moving
Now, a mountain lion may
closer to them. The fact remains, however, that both
only be removed if it actually
their world and ours seem to be colliding. Mountain
attacks. Studies done by the
lions are not animals that like commotion and they
DEG
are showing a significant
prefer to stay away from humans. So what brings
increase in population without
them so close to our world?
the space to grow. At last count
Laws were passed in the late ’70s banning the
there were about 5,100 adult mounhunting of mountain lions for trophy, giving the
tain lions (2 years old and older) in
Department of Fish and Game the right to deprethe state of California.
date them in case of human threat. It was a
There are only 12 documented fatal
good way to preserve the mountain
attacks on humans in California, but if you look
lion in the wild as well as ensure
closely at the statistics, only two occurred before
human safety.
1909, and the rest occurredbetween March, 1986
Other factors play a part in why
and July, 1995. This is an indication that the probthey are moving closer, including
lem will only increase with the lion population
the increase in feral pig and deer
unless something is done.
population. When a main food source
Take a good look at the initiative. Even if you are
population increases, a predator
against reinstating DFG control, please be aware
begins to reproduce in larger quantithat something needs to be done for human sake
ties. Because there are more lions,
and for the mountain lions’ well-being.
there is less territory for them, and
younger lions are forced to look for
Jennifer-Johnson
space uninhabited by another lion.
Both pigs and deer come down from the hills this Spartan Daily Staff Writer
time of year in search of food. The lions follow them
closer to civilization where they find much easier prey
such as sheep, goats, calves, foals or even a domestic
cat. Not only are these unpleasant possibilities, but
the lions put themselves in danger when having to
cross roads and freeways or face an apprehensive individual

you know when to use a
Docolon or semi-colon? How
about when to use a singular verb versus a plural one?
Sounds easy, right? Not when it
means coming down to doing it.
We learned all the basics back
when we learned to write, but after
that we pretty much learn the
hard way, through our grades on
papers.
I do recall being bombarded
with grammar in grammar school
that is what it’s all about, right?
They taught it all to me and I
thought! had it mastered.
As time progressed, my skills
grew a little, but with no help from
the classroom instruction that I
did not get, By, high school, ,the
definitions behind a semicolon and gerund had all
become a distant memory to me. Sure, I could
recognize and use them effectively, but how
was Ito know how to use them correctly in
all situations? What sounds right isn t
always right.
In ninth grade they did give
me a book, but we as a class
maybe opened it only a few
times. I was a typical student
and would not open any textbook without the consent
(order) of the teacher.
My last few years of high school
consisted of reading and some
writing, but no verbiage skills. In my
eyes, I was one of the lucky ones
because I love to write, and practice
got me by.
I passed the English entrance
exams and started my college career
with a few million papers. In every
paper, I had at least three grammar
errors. I was extremely good at
comma splicing.
With a lot of angry little notes on
the paper from the professor and lower
grades than expected, I started to learn
how to do it right. I learned the hard way and my
grades definitely could have been higher. I knew my
grammar was bad.
Some students, like me, needed the repetiveness of
learning grammar in grades higher than the seventh.

The problem
will only increase
with the
mountain lion
population unless
something
is done.

My writing composition class
would have benefited us much
more if we used a handy little
English book in place of the
teacher’s old stories.
Many schools do dedicate a few
days to "writing the perfect sentence," but compare that to an
entire year’s worth of cirriculum.
Why are 49 percent of California
State University’s incoming freshman failing the English placement
exams?
That does not even
account the fact that 63 percent of
SJSU’s freshmen alone flunked the
same exam. One out of every two
freshmen were forced into remedial English classes due to their
grades.
Is it the students? The majority
say no. How can so many fail the same exam? I
say take a look at the curriculum of primary education. Sure a lot of it comes from practice, but
students need to know something at least a little bit before they can practice it.
When talking to some local high
schools, I found that there was some education of basic grammar in the higher
grades. Teachers had grammar textbooks available to them. One school
said that most used them, but what
about the rest? Obviously we are
not doing enough in the primary
education system to get into higher
education without a rocky road.
How is that fair to our students?
They do not get the full benefit of education that will be forever valuable,
whether they further their education or not. No matter what
field of work we end up in, we
have to write. Grammar is needed for understanding and is definitely lacking in our education
system.

Why are
49 percent
of CSU’s
incoming freshman
f_r_gl the
English placement
exams?

Leslie Asbury is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Letters to the Editor

A.S. is here to
serve all students
Neill ( ’tile to SISt for a variety
of reasons. Some come to pursue a
degree, others to learn new skills,
and still others to maintain an
active mind. I came to SJSU to get
an education. My education went
beyond the traditional classroom
as I gained practical skills beyond
and
scholarship
academic
research.
At the end of the semester, I will
leave SJSU with so much more
than the degree I hint- earned. For

the last two years. I have served in
the University’s student government, first as Director of Academic
Affairs and currently as President
of Associated Students. My participation has offered me the opportunity to interact with the university community on common
ground, and my involvement with
students, faculty, staff and administrators has given me a better
understanding of the challenges
we face in higher education. Most
importantly, Associated Students
has renewed my civic responsibility
as I embrace the most important
issues of the day. I will walk away

with the advantage of connecting
to a large, comprehensive university beyond my own close-knit academic department. This gift has presented me the opportunity to
know that! can make a difference.
You, too, can make a difference
by taking an active role in a number of ways. There are employment opportunities through
Associated Students programs and
services such as the Business
Office, Print Shop, Transit Access,
Program Board, and Campus
Recreation. Many students get
involved in a university or A.S.
committee, while others interact

with friends and colleagues by
enjoying the services A.S. provides.
This semester you can look forward to full participation in
Campus Recreation activities, all
included in your increased A.S. fee
voted on last semester. Sign up at
the A.S. Business Office in the
Student Union for your favorite
aerobic class or intramural sport
all included in your $41.00 A.S.
fee!
Associated Students is here to
serve you as your student government and student service corporation. Your $41.00 fee (part of your
$202.00 Campus Fee on your stu-

dent bill detailed on page 22 of
Spring 1996 Schedule of Classes)
automatically makes you a member of the association and gives
you the right and the responsibility
to vote in student elections. Mark
your calendar! On March l3& 14,
1996, AS. will hold elections for
next year’s officers. If you decide to
run for office, please come to the
Candidate Orientation meeting on
February 22, 1996. There are no
more run-offs so the one with the
most votes will win. Officers receive
a stipend of $470 per month and
directors receive a stipend of $140
per month allocated from your stu-

dent fees. These elections, and
other student elections, may also
involve issues on the ballot that
offer you a choice of future services, possibly through fee increases. As your official representative, I
will do my best to alert you and
inform you of the current issues.
I look forward to a very exciting
semester, and I thank you for the
privilege of serving you.
Marilyn Charell, President
Associated Students
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Weekly Calendar

TODAY
Conversational English
Groups
Informal sessions to practice
spoken English skills, 10a.m.I2noon. A.dministration Bldg.,

Ras, 269. Call 2744740.

SATURDAY
Sikh Studesu Association
Nach DA Punjab. 6:00p.m.
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Call 2700551.

friday, ,January 26, 1996

GOP ready to keep
overnment runnin

SUNDAY
South Bay Lit
Poets on
7p.m.-9p.m.
Ajax lounge, S. First Si.
Call 295-6753.

MONDAY
Career Center
Chi-Camptss Interview
Preparation. 12:30p.rn.
Student Union, Costanoan
Rm. Call 924-6031

Chi Pi Sigma (Coed)
Fraternity (Aj./aocialogy
uttiorsiminoes)
Rush table. Bain. 12noon.
id act= Hall- 5th floor.
33.

Sparta (mule is tree and available to students, tit, IIIIN & staff asaociations. Deadline is 5pm two days before publnauon. I,,nns
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The skinny on the flat tax
Simple idea has
complex history
WASHINGI ON (AP) "Very
tempting thing."
Ronald Reagan said of the flat tax 14 years ago. "I
think it’s not as simple as it sounds."
Ambivalence has surrounded the flat tax for a generation. In Congress. and occasionally in presidential
campaigns, major players have been intrigued and
unnerved by it.
These days, Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole
sounds much the same as he (lid in 1982, promising
hearings on the mallet. saN mg "fairer, flatter, simpler"
sounds good, wonelet ing v. hat could really work
and what about that dal ned mortgage interest deduction?
Back then, in a congressional t tech to tax simplification. Dole tried to come up with a compromise
between a real flat tax and a graduated system. A "little bumpy flat rate," he called it. A pothole ate it up.
Now, he’s criticizing GOP presidential rival Steve
Forbes for peddling "risky ideas. Dole’s chief target is
Forbes’ "economic plan" code phrase
for the flat
tax Dole is reluctant to take on by name.
Politicians haye invoked common sense. Scripture,
the promise ii a bright and rosy tomorrow and
even economists
when trying to sell the notion of
introducing .1 single income tax rate with few or no
deductions.
"The Bible tells its God asks for 10 percent, and
Caesar should ask hit. no more." Illinois Republican
Rep. Phillip Crane declared in 19W2.
*s, but what about that darned mortgage interest
deduction?
Then as lit w, few wind(’ touch that seemingly holy
tax break.
In today’s plans, Forbes and House Majority Leader
Dick Artney are both Pitt lung a 17 percent income
Armey’s would be phased down from 20 pertax
cent that eliminates the mortgage interest and
charitable deductiims.
Other plans including the Kemp Comtnission
report and those of GOP candidates Pat Buchanan
(15 percent) and lexas Sen. Phil Gramm (16 percent), leave anise deductiims alone. Indiana Sett.
Dick Lugar wants a flat sales tax and no income tax
t a Internal Revenue Service at all.

3

While flat tax variations are being advocated now
mainly by Republicans in the presidential race and in
Congress, the idea often crossed party lines in the
1980s and to some extent does today.
Some in the Reagan administration said a flat tax
would help the rich and hurt the poor and middle
class "a
snare and a delusion," Donald Regan
called it as treasury secretary in 1984.
"If you’re rich, you’ll love it; if you’re not, look
out," populist Sen. Russell B. Long said.
Among those pitching flat taxes then was former
California Democratic Rep. Leon Panetta, now White
House chief of staff, who proposed 19 percent.
Missouri Rep. Richard Gephardt, now House
minority leader, and fellow Democratic Sen. Bill
Bradley of New jersey wanted a 14 percent tax on the
income of 80 percent of Americans, keeping key
deductions and hitting the richest 20 percent harder.
Gephardt continues to advocate a "flatter" twotiered tax.
Starting with 1986 tax refiirm, tht number of rates
shrunk over several years from 15 to as few as two
only to puff up again to five in 1993, with brackets
ranging from 15 percent to 39.6 percent.
The dilemma has been: the more tax rates, the
more complexities and loopholes in the tax system;
the fewer, and the system risks becoming less sensitive
to people’s ability to pay.
Democrat Jerry Brown made the flat tax a prominent part of his 1992 presidential campaign, but it
and he didn’t go anywhere. Now, GOP candidate
Lamar Alexander accuses Forbes of advocating a
"nutty" Jerry Brown idea.
For all the dust kicked up in the 1980s, the flat tax
didn’t make it.
"We may have to back off, take another look," Dole
mused back then, while also wondering, "Should
home mortgage interest be deductible?"
"Give us the flat tax rate for 20 years," pleaded
California Republican Rep. William Dannemeyer in
1982, "and we will create in this country a wealth that
will boggle your minds."
Fourteen years later, unboggled, the country is
being deluged with flat tax plans again, even if most
fall into what Forbes calls the "ER" category
flatter,
fairer and simpler, but not pure like his.
For that matter, Reagan had sounded like an ER
riolitician on the question.
"Maybe." Ile said, "there’s a happy medium."

strategy of disavowing confrontatiim a., a tool for
WASHINGTON (AP) Bruised by two government shutdowns, Republicans embraced legislation pressing their budget ideology.
Thursday that would keep federal agencies going
The measure included $12 billion for foreign aid
through March 15. The White flotisi said President
for the rest of the fiscal year.
Clinton would sign it as the yearlong budget fires
In a compromise between conservatives and aborcooled on all fronts.
ti(m-rights lawmakers, the measure would block U.S.
After solving an impasse over abortion restrictions, funds to international family planning programs. but
the House moved toward passage of a measure that only until _July. After that, the money could be diswould keep dozens of federal agencies functioning persed, though at just 65 percent of last year’s levels.
through March 15, though at lower levels than 1995. The program would thus spend $367 million over the
The Senate was expected to approve the legislation next year and a half.
lit a win fot anti abortion legislators, there would
Friday, and the White House said Clinton would sign
it.
be a ban on em la it, I escarth.
In addition, travel restrictions would be slapped on
"We’re satisfied that a lot of give-and-take has produced an agreement the president can live with," many Cabinet officers, a clear poke at the controverWhite House spokesman Mike McCurry said.
sial trips of Energy Secretary Hazel O’Leary and
Lawmakers had faced a Friday night deadline that Commerce Secretary Ron Brown. And in a symbolic
if breached would see civil servants furloughed for an win for the GOP’s effort to shrink government, congressional officials were
embarrassin
third time
ordered to sell a House
since November.
office building.
After taking a drubbing in
The bill would also provide,
public opinion polls for
for the first time, that federtheir confrontational tactics,
al workers could be furRepublicans were no longer
loughed or laid off by agenvowing to halt government’s
cies looking for savings.
most basic functions unless
During the first two shuttheir demands for a balonly
furloughs
downs,
anced budget in seven years
Mike
McCurry
occurred in programs that
were met. With this fall’s
White
House
spokesman
had no spending authority.
elections on their minds,
Separately, there was continboth sides seemed to feel
ued support for the idea
the best path, for now,
sides
embraced
both
to settle immediate diffeiences and save their most stubborn disputes over Wednesday of putting limited spending and tax cuts
Medicare, Medicaid and welfare until next year.
onto a measure that would extend the government’s
But all the embers front the budget inferno were debt limit. Without that bill, the administration has
not dead. Despite an apparent truce over extending predicted that by March 1, Treasury would be unable
the debt limit and pressure from Wall Street to do so, to pay federal obligations for the first time in history
widespread financial disrupwhich could cause
the two sides fenced over how it would be accomplished.
Amt
"Since I gave the State of the Union address, there ti()sd av alter House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga.,
have been some encouraging things said by the con- said he hoped the debt-limit measure could also carry
gressional leaders," Clinton told titav ors visiting the $100 billion ill spending cuts and $29 billion in tax
reduni, is White
hief of staff Leon Panetta
he took tn
White House, continuing the positivt It
that speech. "But I would remind v oil that we still said he ttal not know what is es achievable.
But Panetta said talks at a staff level could begin
have some roadblocks in the way that I t hin k need to
Friday. And hoping to wrest the deficit-cutting mantle
be cleared away."
For the next seven weeks, the stopgap spending from Republicans, he continued to insist that the
measure would finance many agencies whose 1996 adttiiiiismratiomu preferred a deal on a balanced budbudgets are incomplete, including the departments get. it just modest sayings.
" I hat really ought to be our first priority." he said.
of Veterans Affairs, Interior and Labor and the
hal ’s what we promised the American people and
Environmental Protection Agency. Most would
receive less than they got in 1995, ill Id 10 minor pro- we titight to deliver on that promise."
FI,1 their part. Republicans tried to soothe congrams such as money for the native. Hawaiian and
would in elimmated. cerns that they would spark a stalemate that could
Alaska native cultural arts
None of Clinton’s major initiatiy es viotild be cut cause a federal default.
1 understand our responsibility on the debt ceiling
below 75 percent of last year’s levels.
"Nobody wants to close down the government," and know we have to raise the debt n eiling." said
R-Tex.e,
aid House Appropriations Committee Chairman House Majority Whip Tian
Bob Liyingston R-1.a.. retie( ting GOP leaders’ new
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We’re satisfied that a lot of giveand-take has produced an
agreement the president can live
with.
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Assembly repeals motorcycle helmet law
The
SACRAM EN 1.0 (Al’)
voted
Assembly
CalifOrnia
Thursday to dl op the stilt’s 4-yearold Moto!,it In helmet requirement lot Oilers over age 20,
despite vvat nings that it would lead
to more deaths and !nun les.
"A person has the right to
decide if they want to wear a heltnet," said Rep. Trice Harvey, RBakersfield, a repeal supporter.
"We don’t need government
telling its what tit do."
The bill was approved 42-30 and
sent to the Senate, where its future
is uncertain.
"It will be more challenging,"
the autlitir, Rep. Bill Morrinv, ROceanside, said of the Senate.
The Legislature in 1991 passed,
and Republican Gin% Pete Wilson
signed, a bill reeptiring all drivers
and riders of 111(mi:cycles to wear
safety helmets. Backers of that law
said it would save lives and save the
state money for the medical costs

of uninsured injured riders.
The CalifOrnia Highway Patrol,
which strongly supports the law,
says 569 motorcyclists were killed
and 18,578 injured in 1990. Those
figures fell in 1994 to 291 fatalities
and 9,938 injuries.
The Morrow bill would require
helmets to be worn only by riders
under 21 years old.
Morrow said he has ridden
motorcycles for 30 years and
believes helmets limit hearing and
vision, tire the rider and increase
the chance for whiplash and spinal
injuries.
"I’ve ridden enough to know
the issue of motorcycle helmets is
nett a cut-and-dried issue. You’re
not automatically made safer by
&inning a lllll torcycle helmet," he
said.
tie said the fatality and injury
rates have fallen because tnany
cyclists have supped riding due to
the requirement. The Department

of Motor Vehicles says motorcycle
registration fell 21 percent front
1991 to 1995.
"When you dim a helmet, you
significantly change the fun of riding a motorcycle," added Rep.
Bernie Richter, R-Chico.
Opponents of the bill said the
law has saved lives and money, noting that a Ut: Davis study showed
that nearly 75 percent of those
injured in motorcycle accidents
have no health insurance.
"There is overwhelming eyidence that says a helmet bill saves
lives and prevents injuries," said
Rep. Antonio Villaraigosa, 1)-tins
Angeles.
Rep. Louis Caldera, D-Los
Angeles. said a hospital in his district, which calls motorcycles
"donor cycles," has noticed a
shortages of hearts for transplants
since the law took effect in 1992.

Immigrant son joins state supreme court
SACRAMENTO (Al’) -- Gov.
Pete Wilson on Thursday appointed appeals court justice Ming W
Chin, the S011 of ChilleSe 11111111grant parents who didn’t speak
English, to the California Supreme
t’ourt.
Chin, 53, an abortion rights
Republican respected within the
judiciary for his intelligence and
independence, is Wile in’s third
app)intment to the high omit. Ile
/Within,
replaces.justice At
who retires Feb. 29.
Chin was named to the Alameda
County trial court in 1988 by former Gov. George Deukmejian.
conservative
a
Deukmejian,
Republican, named him to the 1st
District Court of -Appeal two years
later

Wilson described Chin as
and
self-assured
"engaged,
unafraid to take on senile of the
law’s more challenging isstmes ... he
is gracious at a time when civility
seems lacking in too many legal
proceedings."
lie is superbly prepared for
these great challenges," Wilsim
added.
The court has six Republicans
and one Democrat. Wilson is
expected to appilint another canirt
member later this year when he
IlarineS the successor to Chief
justice Malcolm Lucas, who is renting.
Court observers say Chin is con sidered a perceptive, articulate
jurist with a direct, head-on style
that occasinnally has disconcerted

even Wilts... justices.
He doesn’t beat art nind the
bush, but at the same time, he
always treats counsel with respect,"
a lawyer who appeared before’ him
once said.
He also has written several
major opinions. including a 1992
decision in which he ruled that
DNA evidence was not then admissible in court because of conflicting scientific conclusions about its
reliability.
Ile added that his role as a
.judge has placed hint the center of
human drama. "The problems
being brought to the court were
real problems. I always had tit
remind myself that there were not
in academic exercise." lw said
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Sun Microsystems still bidding for falling Apple
WOO,

atral
Mr, i,s’ slims Inc. is reads

!Min

to pat $.1 billion for Apple
aunputra Inc. Or is it $2.76 billion’
Conlin wig reports about how
much Sim Micrornstenis might pay
tor Apple ft usts ated shat eholdeis
and imestment bankers Thursdav
Apple’s stock tell and Sun’s rose
amid the (meet taint\ The two
companies continn«I to discuss
their options hut de, hoed consmem.
he New York Times reported
Thursday that Sun had offered $23
per share tor Apple, about 70 percent of its market value. while The
Wall Street journal said the companies were close to agreeing on a
$33 per-share buyout. Neither
tiewspaper identified its sources.

thabsts said tin ,nsclosure of ,s
c been negotiiuunti ottei ma
ating tarn, intended to further
drive down Apple’s stock price,
which has plunged from around
$50 since last June.
"Sun clearly is in the catbird seat
and there apparently are no other
bidders." said Robert G. Herwick,
president of flerwick Capital
Management in San Francisco.
"Sun is appal ends the buyer of last
resort and . Nutt is increasingly
aware of that and squeezing as
they should."
apparently’
investors
But
believed Apple would not agree to
such a low bid. The company’s
stock closed down just $2 to $30.25
on the Nasdaq Stock Market.
Sun was up 37 1/2 cents to
$43.87 I 2 Analysts said they
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Sun clearly is in the catbird seat and there
apparently are no other bidders. Sun is apparently
the buyer of last resort and. .. Sun is increasingly
aware of that and squeezing as they should.
Robert G. Herwidt
financial analyst

don’t think Sun will pay a premiurn for Apple.
"They ve always been extremely
frugal," said Laura Conigliaro, an
analyst at Prudential Securities
Research. "I don’t think that personality trait is going to change,

which suggests that whatever they
pay for a company like Apple it
would be accompanied by a lot of
cuts and writedowns and so on."
The Journal reported Sun has
made two other bids at $38 per
share and around $35 per share

in the past three months. Both
were rejected by Apple, which also
rejected a $40-a-share offer from
IBM in the fall of 1994.
Apple, based in Cupertino,
Calif., has beets the subject of
perennial takeover rumors as its
profits, market share and stock
price have tumbled.
Sun, based in Mountain View,
Calif., is the largest maker of
advanced workstation computers
generally used by engineers. It
would likely be most interested in
Apple’s ability to help improve its
growing business in Internet-related machines and software.
Apple last week reported a $69
million loss for the last three
months of 1995, its first since the
summer of 1993. The company
also said it would streamline its

Police say Interstate 580 sniper attacks over
Two more
teens hate been iii estail iii , unit lint’ With
a spree of sniper ana( ks .u!u’iig Interstate 580
after two other susper is tinned them in.
San Leandro poll( e say they m i confident
that dies haw mot ii it sitd all the snipers.
"I think the tom we Itot are it, Lt. Joe
Kitchen said. "The shootings appear to be
over."
The arrests come a diAV after police arrested lia mond laws, 22. of‘ San Leandro and a
16-% ear-old uompanion in connection with
the silo, itings in Tuesday.
.mother 16-year-old
The nil. suspects
and a 15 -Neat -old
were arrested on
Wednesday, police said. ’Their role in the
shootings was not immediately clear.
The two youths were booked on suspicion
NAN LEANDRO. Calif.

.\l’

of assault with a deadly weapon and neglisame
gent discharge of a weapon the
charges the other two face,
None of the teens were identified, since
they are minors.
"In the interviews we had with the two suspects (already in custody), they implicated
these two juveniles in the shootings,"
Kitchen said. "One admitted involvement
and the other invoked his Fifth Amendment
privilege (against self-incrimination)."
Police onginally were led to Laws because
he allegedly bragged to a friend about the
shooting spree, which started Jan. 17,
Kitchen said.
Laws, whom police described as "very
cooperative," led investigators Tuesday
evening to a sawed-off .22-caliber rifle that

was hidden in bushes near the freeway not
far from his home, police said. Investigators
believe it was used in at least some of the
shootings.
Others
including officers
first
noticed Laws and the 16-year-old arrested
Tuesday near the stretch of freeway where at
least 13 cars have been hit with bullets.
The two were spotted acting suspiciously
near the shooting site, and police also found
bullet casings.
In one of last week’s shootings, a woman
from Del Rio, Texas suffered two broken
bones in her hand when a bullet shattered
the window of her rental car.
The most recent confirmed shooting was
Monday morning. The driver was not hurt
when a bullet nicked his windshield.

Kitchell said the suspects had started out
shooting at smaller, stationary objects with
the rifle. Whets they got bored, they took
turns shooting at cars, he said.
"They spent the night shooting at tin
cans, street lights, hubcaps and then the cars
themselves," Kitchen said.
Investigators say they have evidence that
could link 11 of the 13 shootings.
Laws, who was being held without bail at
the Hayward City Jail, was scheduled to be
arraigned today in Alameda Municipal
Court. The teenagers, all of whom are incarcerated at Alameda County juvenile hall, will
undergo closed juvenile court proceedings.

SF police, fire departments face court order to divers
AP,
NAN FRANI-1SL
I lie
[Nth( e titpat Intent licit- has nearly.

fulfilled its court -of &led obligations to increase do (a .m. hut the
fire department is tai iltiuti meet’ii, id’. said
ing its
Part oh the itason is that the
police deparuntiii has been under
order by federal auth,,iities for the
past 17 years to increase the ethnic
and gender diversity throughout
its rat ks.
The fire department has beets
under a similar order for eight
years.
The cost oft arry-nig out the consent decrees u both departments
totals $4.3 million.

\Loot \illie Bionii ’,It’, "ending the u (oisent decrees are a big
pri,it lit. a major, major priority."
" he dollar amount is im importai ut i u’iusideration of why I would
like to see the end to the consent
decrees," he said. "But the fact
that the departments rtflect the
population of the ens far outweighs the financial considerations."
The decrees detail the hiring,
promotion and retention of ethnic
minorities and women and set up
Equal Employment Opportunity
offices to handle discrimination
complaints.
Brown’s two key appointments,
Police Chief Fred Lau, an AsianAmerican, and Fire Chief Bob
Demmons, who is black, have both
vowed to end the consent decrees
during their tenure.
However, that decision will ultimak It be made by the courts.
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The department is starting to look more like the
population it serves. The bad news is that it has taken
so long.
Nathaniel hives
Court appointed monitor

99
The police deparunent only has
two more obligations to meet
before it can request an end to the
court order the administration
of promotional tests for the ranks
of captain and assistant inspector
said Nathaniel Trives, the courtappointed monitor of the plan.
Deputy City Attorney Lori
Giorgi, who is handling the case,
said that could happen within a
year.

"You have, for the first time ...
more women in managerial positions, more minorities in managerial positions, really a good mix ill
the ranks frown the bottom up. The
department is starting to look
more like the population it serves,"
Irises said. "The bad news is that it
has taken so long."
At the fire department, it’s a different picture.
The court order set a goal that

the lour be 40 percent minority
and 10 percent female. It is now
about 34 percent and 6 percent,
respectively.
In addition, the work environment must be free of harassment
and intimidation for women and
minorities before the decree is lifted. A federal judge last year
extended the decree two years.
"The court wants to make sure
there is institutional change made
at the fire departntent," said Jim
Jefferson, the court-appointed
overseer. "I don’t think we’re there
yet."
The department still needs
sweeping changes in management
and increased sensitivity training,
Jefferson said.
The court orders stem from lawsuits in which women and minorities charged that the higher ranks
in the police and fire departments
were dominated by white men.

product line and lay off 1,300
workers over the next year.
The company on Thursday said
it hired Heidi Roizen as a vice president to build and maintain relationships between Apple and companies that develop software for its
Macintosh computer.
The announcement signals the
company intends to he more
aggressive in attracting developers
to the Mac, said Tim Bajarin, presidett t
of Creative
Strategies
Research International.
Roizen was co-founder and chief
executive officer of T-Maker Co.,
one of the first software developers
for the Macintosh. She was president of the Software Publishers
Association from 1988 to 1990.

Bad wig
bandit
strikes
Maybe
VENTURA (AP)
some criminals just can’t face
themselves in the mirror.
A man blamed for six bank robberies in the past three months
takes pains to change disguises but
can’t seem to get his wig on
straight, an FBI agent said
Thursday. The agency has dubbed
him the "Bad Wig Bandit."
His [attest holdup was Friday at a
Great Western branch in Santa
Barbara, said Larry Dick, a special
agent at the bureau office in
Ventura.
Since a robbery in Port
Hueneme last Halloween, the FBI
believes he has struck about every
two weeks. He has also robbed
banks in Simi Valley and Ventura.
He appears to be Hispanic, in
his late 30s or early 40s, 5-feet-8 to
5-feet-10, with a pockmarked complexion. He weighs about 200
pounds, Dick said; or so it seems.
"He takes pretty good effort
each time to make himself look
different," the allenwid "He,has
used various wigs and various articles of clothing that makes him
look very bulky. I’ve had people
tell me they were questioning
whether it was all him or not."
The robber appears with various
styles of facial hair, maybe fake
beards and mustaches, said Dick.

Former editor sues Oakland Tribune for discrimination and harassment

ALASKA,
WHERE YOU GO
TO MASTER
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

The former
OAKLAND (AP)
editor of The Oakland Tribune has
sued the Alameda Newspaper
Group and its editor-in -chief,
David Burgin, claiming she was a
victim of discrimination and sexual
harassment.
Christine Lavin’s suit alleges
Burgin forced her to resign after
she became romantically involved

with Oakland City Council member John Russo.
The lawsuit, filed Wednesday in
Alameda County Superior Court,
says Burgin initially sanctioned the
relationship. But on Aug. 15,1995,
the suit claims, Burgin allegedly
told Lavin "thc rules have
changed" and she would have to
stop seeing Russo or lose her job.

Lavin, 36, also alleges Burgin
made an unwanted amorous
advance toward her in 1990 when
she worked for him at the Houston
Post and continued to make comments about her physical appearance when she worked at the
Tribune.
"Women have been putting up
with this kind of situation in the
workplace for decades," Lavin said.
"I’ve been putting up with it for
too long and it’s time to do the
right thing."
Burgin denied the allegations.
"These claims are vicious, irresponsible and completely base-
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NOW HIRING:
/triplication Engineer. M.S. in Computer Science. Experience
developing client-server database applications w/ modern tools
such as Visual Basic and Powerbuilder. Fluent w/ various SQL
flavors of Informix, Sybase, Oracle especially stored procedures.
Experienced in developing commercial grade database applications. Familiar w/ the Unix and Windows/NT platforms for
development. Knowledge of Web/Internet environment strongly preferred. Individual S/B aggressive self starter and have
hands on attitude to creative problem solving and trouble shooting, over the phone and on site. He/She must have excellent
communication skills and be a good listener in pre-sales or consulting situations. He/She must possess confidence and ability
to understand the business problems faced by potential customers, as well as articulate possible solutions. Travel may be
required.

University extensions located in the Matsu Valley and
Kachemak Bay.
Call 1-800-252-7528
for more information.
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Support Engineer. B.S. in Computer Science. Highly motivated
and customer focused. Must be familiar w/ database environments including servers and client tools. Programming skills in
C/C++. Strong problem solving 8 trouble shooting skills are
necessary. Knowledge of SQL, UNIX and Windows/NT environment is preferred. He/She must be capable of diagnosing problems encountered by customers over the phone, on site, and
lead them through solutions including workarounds and patches. Good communications skills are a must. Travel may be
required.
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less," he said. "We are confident
we will be vindicated through the
litigation process."
Attorney Mark Reagan, who represents Burgin and the newspaper
group, called Lavin’s claims "nothing short of frivolous and vexatious."
Laiin, unemployed since leaving
the Tribune last summer, is seeking
unspecified damages for loss of
wages, humiliation and distress,
ANG, which publishes the Tribune
mid four other papers, says Lavin
resigned. Lavin says she was fired.
Burgin promoted Lavin to the
post of editor last year after she
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had worked for nearly three years
as assistant regional editor and
regional editor. The suit says Lavin
began dating Russo in May 1995
and alleges Burgin did not then
consider it a conflict.
ANG’s employee handbook
does not specifically address relationships with news sources. But it
does state. "It is the responsibility
of the employee to keep ... outside
affairs from hindering their performance or creating a conflict of
interest."
Lavin says in her suit that she
kept a distance from assignments
concerning Russo.
The suit alleges that when Lavin
told Burgin of her plans to move
in with Russo, Burgin became
upset and told her she could date
or marry Russo.

Earn a
FREE
trip
Council Travel, the nation’s student travel
specialist, is looking for an outgoing and
highly motivated person to distribute our
Student Trawls magazine, promotional flyers
and other student discount informatoon on
campus at San Jose State University.
If you’re not shy, have a few extra hours a
week, and enjoy spreading the word
about student discounts, contact is for more
details!
The person hired for this position will be a
representative of Council Travel in Palo Alto.
Preference will be ski, to the indMdual
available fcr the academic yea and who has
an active interest in marketing and working, studying, or traveling overseas.
To arrange for an inteimew, please contact
Colleen at 408-295-8886, Monday through
Friday, between 900-500. Ask about the
Campus Rep program.
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China refuses to rule out strike on Taiwan
BEIJING (Al’)
China refused
today to rule out a military strike
against Taiwan and would not comment on a report that Chinese
leaders have planned a specific
attack.
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Chen Jian renewed warnings to
Taiwanese leaders to stop provoking China with acts intended to
promote independence for the
China’s Communist Party leaders have pledged to use force if
necessary to retake Taiwan, home
of the rival Nationalist Party, since
it lost their civil war in 1949.
Chen did not repeat the threat,

but, in response to questions at a
regular briefing, implied the
Option remained.
"If the Taiwan authorities stick
obstinately to their wrongful position, the interests of the Taiwan
people will be harmed in the end.
But again, I refuse to make any
speculation," Chen said.
A report Wednesday in The New
York Times stirred the latest wave
of rumors about China’s intentions, pushed the dollar higher
against the Japanese yen and
caused Taiwan’s stock market to
fall 1.47 percent.
According the report. China’s
military has plans for limited

action against ’Liman pet haps
conventional missile strikes if
President Lee Teng-hui does not
stop moves to raise the island’s
international stature.
The report, based on a meeting
China specialists had with U.S.
National Security Adviser Anthony
Lake, also said China’s military
tried to sound out Washington’s
intentions in the event of such an
attack and vaguely threatened a
nuclear strike on an American city.
Chen called the article "speculation" and not worthy of comment.
"The report that Chinese officials sounded a warning or conveyed a message to the U.S. side is

woundless," he said.
He reiterated the government’s
longstanding position that "We will
never allow any other country to
interfere in China’s internal
affairs."
China considers Taiwan a renegade province.
U.S. policy-makers have been
purposely ambiguous about what
Washington would do if China
attacked Taiwan, a close U.S. ally
during the Cold War. State
Department spokesman Nicholas
Burns says the Clinton administration believes China wants peaceful
reunification.
Military exercises China is
elan d%

expec ted it, slaw’ ,,f1 litiwitsi in the
run-up to the island’s March 23
presidential elections are being
monitored, but are not considered
a threat, Bunn said.
Lee’s election prospects were
boosted by his private visit last June
to his alma mater, Cornell
University. It was the first U.S. visit
by a Taiwanese president and signaled the economically vibrant
island was breaking out of Beijing’s
diplomatic blockade. China had
hard
to
prevent
lobbied
Washington from granting Lee a
visa.
Chen said today that conditions
were not conducive to resuming

talks on

reunification,

and wanted

that increased military spending by
Taiwan would be a further impediment.
Lee’s office said today the president had asked Washington to
continue arms sales to the island.
"The Taiwan authorities must
put an end to its words and deeds
which are intended to create two
Chinas or one China-one Taiwan,
and come back to the principle of
one China," Chen said.

Serbs to cooperate with war crime investigations
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (Al’)
Top
Bosnian Serb leaders have
promised to allow a full investigation of
suspected mass graves, indicating that they
are caving in to pressure from Serbia’s
powerful president to cooperate on war
crimes investigations.
The commander of NATO-led forces in
Bosnia said there may be up to 300 mass
graves, the first time any senior official
gave a figure for the sites.
"There are 200 to 300 suspected grave
sites," Adm. Leighton Smith said in
London.
The Serbian president, Slobodan
Milosevic, summoned Bosnian Serb leaders to a meeting Thursday and was expected to pressure them to release all prisoners of war and to work with international
investigators looking into war crimes.
Bosnian Serb sources the entire Bosnian
Serb leadership attended the meeting at
Milosevic’s retreat near the Serbian and
Ni.igoslay capital, Belgrade.
Milosevice initially supported the
Bosnian Serbs who rebelled against
from
Serb-led
Bosnia’s
secession

Yugoslavia, then turned peacemaker to
end U.N. sanctions that battered his countrY
In exchange for accepting Milosevic’s
line, the Bosnian Serbs will demand that
Serbia lift the embargo it imposed on
them in August 1994 for rejecting an international peace plan then, the sources said.
On Wednesday, two Bosnian Serb leadNikola Koljevic and hard-liner
ers
surprisingly
Momcilo
Krajisnik
promised to allow a full investigation into
suspected mass graves around the eastern
city of Srebrenica and elsewhere.
Srebrenica has become synonymous
with the atrocities of Bosnia’s 3 1/2-year
war. During a weekend visit to the area,
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State John
Shattuck spoke of evidence that up to
7,000 dead may lie buried there in mass
graves.
Smith, the NATO commander, has only
reluctantly agreed to provide security for
human rights investigators, saying NATO’s
primary task is to separate the warring factions.
But he said NATO forces would not

Palestinian mastermind
wants to return to Israel
Architect of
deadly attacks
causes anger
A
(Al’)
JERUSALEM
Palestinian leader who masterminded deadly attacks on Israelis
said Thursday he was ready to
"return to the occupied homeland" but was evasive about abandoning violence.
In a sign of softening positions,
Nayef Hawatmeh granted interviews for the first time to Israeli
newspapers, radio and TV stations,
speaking by telephone from his
base in DaIllatials, Syria.
Hawatmeh’s possible arrival set
off angry reactions from some
Israelis, who demanded that he be
punished for his role in the deaths
of dozens of Israelis.
Guerrillas from Hawatmeh’s
the
for
Front
Democratic
Liberation of Palestine were
in
attacks
several
responsible for
Israel, including the 1974 hostagetaking at a school in the northern
town of Maalot in which 25 Israelis
were killed, most of them children.
Underscoring the sensitivity,
Israel radio and armed fiirces
radio broadcast Hawatmeh’s voice
only briefly, then paraphrased the
rest of the interviews.
The return of Haw:flinch and
hard-liners
Palestinian
other
became possible after Israel
announced that all members of
the Palestine National Camila, the
parliament-in -exile, would be
allowed to settled in PLO-ruled
areas in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip.
The Israeli offer is intended to
help Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat fulfill his promise to revoke

sections of the PLO charter that
call for Israel’s destruction. Any
amendments to the charter must
be made by the council, whose
members now live in various lands.
Under the Israel-PLO autonomy
agreement, the clauses must be
revoked by spring, and Prime
Minister Shimon Peres has said he
would freeze further peace negotiations if Arafat did not make good
on his promise.
The Jordanian-born Hawatmeh
told Israeli media today that he
was "ready to come back to the
occupied homeland, without any
Israeli conditions." Peres has said
council members who return can
only settle in PLO-ruled areas.
Israel army radio quoted an aide
as saying Hawatmeh was ready to
make the trip in two or three
weeks.
Hawatmeh was evasive when the
Yediot Ahronot newspaper asked
whether he would abandon violence.
"When occupation ends, there
will be a comprehensive peace
between peoples," he said. "Our
unconditional return to the homeland shows that we are continuing
the struggle with all democratic
means."
Asked whether he was sorry
about Maalot, Hawatmeh said
Israelis had a selective memory.
"The babies of Sabra and Chatilla
are still crying to the heavens,"
said Hawatmeh, referring to the
1982 massacre of hundreds of
Palestinian civilians by Israeli-controlled Christian militiamen in
Lebanon.
Hawatmeh also said he would
not vote to revoke the PLO charter
until Israeli occupation ends and
Israel recognizes the Palestinians’
right to stateluxid.

secure individual grit sites, and suggested that an internal I, alai civilian police
force, mandated 1)% the Dayton peace
accord, would be better suited to performing that task.
Human rights investigators plan to start
searching for the dead with the spring
thaw.
Speaking in the Bosnian Serb stronghold of Pale, Krajisnik told reporters,
"Our leadership has agreed to a maximum cooperation with every institution
wishing to investigate the allegations about
the graves."
Hours earlier, Koljevic told The
Associated Press: "They (investigators) will
be able to see everything. We’re riot going
to hide anything."
Krajisnik, while promising cooperation
with war crimes investigators, appeared to
play down the existence of mass graves in
Serb-held parts of Bosnia.
"A civil war was waged in those regions,
and there is a possibility that people were
killed and that graves exist," Krajisnik told
the reporters. "But we cannot accept that
this was a campaign of nt.is, execution."

He also said his faction was ready to start
proceedings against "any person suspected of committing a crime, murder or abusing his position.
The Bosnian Serb leadership offered
another sign that it is abandoning its hardline rejection of a key provision of the
Bosnian peace accord: On Wednesday, its
prime minister, Rajko Kasagic, met for the
first time in government-held Sarajevo
with Hans Silajdzic, prime minister in the
Muslim-led Bosnian government.
They met in the office of Carl Bildt, the
administrator of the Bosnian peace
process.
"It is time to build bridges of peace,"
&magic said. "I believe in peace," he said,
adding that he was "not afraid" to be in
Sarajevo.
Previously, Bosnian Serb leaders have
fanned the fears of tens of thousands of
Sarajevo Serbs, who are afraid the Muslimled government will retaliate against them
when the city is reunified under government control. Bosnian Serbs besieged
Sarajevo throughout the entire war.
Silajdzic sad the meeting went well.

Expert hopes Internet saves
endangered Asian tigers
BANGKOK. Thailand (AP)
Internet help the
Can the
endangered Asian tiger?
Dr. David Smith, a wildlife
expert from the University of
Miiinesoyi, thinks so, and he
pi ()posed his plan to the
International
Second
Conference to Assess the Status
of Tigers, which opened here
Wednesday.
Between 4,500 and 6,000
tigers remain in the jungles of
Asia, spread out in pockets
from India to Indonesia. They
are threatened with extinction,
due to deforestation from economic development and the
demand for tiger parts to use
in traditional Chinese medi-

cine.
Smith wants to set up an
Internet web page arid get
input from Chinese communities around the world about
;how. tzo, ctrtiyincr consumers of
traditional Chinicse medicines
not to use remedies with tiger
parts.
"We need Chinese conservationists to participate because
they will know what kind of
campaign will be effective in
the Chinese communities,"
Smith said.
Some Chinese believe that
tiger body parts can cure problems ranging from arthritis to
impotence. A dead tiger can
fetch $10,000.
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Honolulu
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The peace plan splits Bosnia between
the Serbs and a Muslim-Croat federation,
whose future premier also was present at
the Sarajevo meeting. It was the highestlevel meeting of all sides since the war
began in April 1992.
The meeting’s agenda was not ambitious and no breakthroughs were
announced. But it underscored moves by
both sides to defuse tensions in the capital.
Just hours after the meeting ended, two
Portuguese soldiers and an Italian were
killed accidentally in an explosion in a
NATO compound. It was the most serious
military accident since troops began to
arrive in December to enforce the peace
plan.
An Italian military source in Sarajevo,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said
Thursday that the blast was caused by a
small grenade-type bomb carried by a
Portuguese soldier, not by a land mine as
previously reported. A memorial service
for the dead soldiers was to be held at
Saran, .iirport Thursday.

Minister claims Diana’s father
once loved Queen Mother
)7s. JAI’)
1.( )\
Diana’s father was once in love
with the future Queen Elizabeth II
and wanted to marry her, a
Church of Scotland minister said
Thursday.
Buckingham Palace had no
comment on the story. "Clearly
this is something which we will
leave to this minister and what he
claims to have been told," said a
spokesman, speaking on condition
of anonymity.
The Rev. Douglas Lister said in
an interview with The Associated
Press that the late Earl Spencer
told him of the romance in 1947,
when Elizabeth was still a princess
and Spencer was John Althorp, a
23-year-old soldier in the Royal

Sc ,Jts (;reys. Listcr %, ( haplain to
the regiment.
On return from one leave,
Lister said in a letter to Aberdeen’s
Press and Journal, Spencer sought
him out and told him, "I’ve had to
break off my relationship with
Princess Elizabeth. I couldn’t meet
the demands of prince consort."
Prince consort is the title of the
husband of a reigning queen.
Lister said Spencer was distraught after Elizabeth married
Prince Philip later that year.
However, the queen’s biographers are unanimous in saying
that Elizabeth was in love with
Philip as a very young woman and
that they’ were engaged unofficially
long before they married.

Pan -Asian Job Fair ’96
International Career Information, Inc

March I. 1996 Ilya" Rickets Hotel, l’ab, Mo. (../1
Recruiters from multinational corporations will he interviewing
Asian-bilingual business and technical candidates at our Second
Ammal Pamasian Job Fair. If you cannot attend in person, you
may still Intend by resume. For more information.

1-800859-8535

Asian Career Web:
NTERNET

http.

11141i2.1( om.comiacw
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MakeYour Next Keg Party Really Special

Allergy & Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research
Center
joNt
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1 -800-74-ASTHMA

INGERSTICK RESEARCH STUD
Chem Trak is a medical company located in Sunnyvale, CA,
which develops home -testing medical tests. We will be
performing a study to evaluate two fingerstick devices. We
would like you to come to our company and help us test
both fingerstick devices. You will be asked to stick your
finger and put several drops of blood on a piece of paper.
We will then ask you to repeat the procedure using another
fingerstick device. We would like to hear your opinion
regarding the devices and will ask you to answer several
questions. One or both of the fingerstick devices may then
be used in our future home -collection AIDS (HIV antibody)
kit. However, no HIV testing will be performed on your
samples; we will measure the amount of blood collected on

The party begins at BYOB
Bring your friends. Over
70 recipes to choose from.
We provide the ingredients,
the equipment. the expertise
and we dean up the mess!
Call for an appointment

BYOB

BeYour Own
Brewmaster

the paper then discard the paper containing your blood.
This study requires only a single visit. Volunteers must be
at least 18 years old. Volunteers will be compensated $25.
For information or to volunteer, please call the Study
Coordinator at 408-773-8156.
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San Jose State University

Swedes
shatter
swimming
records

11\0..

Results

I;( )1i \11 s( \I I

Men’s Basketball
to
lose
Spartans
Longbeach State, 76-6.3.

Motor Homes
45‘,X
4ob

Lead scorer. Olivier SaintJean, SJSU. 16.
James Cotton, Longbeach
State. 30.
The Spartans are 4-12overall and 3-5 in the BWC

By Russell Hall
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

women’s Swimming
Spartans dynamic duo
two
shattered
have
records this season.

Thome+ ono t
Carlsson nave ei
plsed ieee SJSU
records held by
Ang, Webster a
I 992 olvmPar
Thome( trek,
record n
individual mesl.t.,
and Carlsson in The
000-vord treestyks
See swgrnin,rkg storv
on rode 6

Schedule
2.,
Men’s Basketball
U C. Santa Barbara at
SJSU, Event Center
Saturday, 7.30p m
Women’s Basketball
S.Jb,,, at J.0 Initne
Friday, 7:30 p.m.
SJSU at C.S. Fullerton
Sunday, 2-00 p m
Women’s Gymnastics
._, S. F,
rton at SJSU
Thdci, 30 p.m
Spartan Gym
Hockey
Univ. of Nevada Reno at
SJSU, ICE CENTRE
Friday. Slam
USC at SJSU, ICE CENTRE,
Friday, 8p.m.
Men’s Gymnastics
SJSU at Santa Barbor
Friday (time to be
announced)
Women’s Swimming
SJSU at BYU Diving Inv.
Friday and Saturday (All
day)
Men’s Tennis
Oregon at SJSU
Sunday 10 a m
Baseball
Alumni game, Muni
Stadium, Saturday, 1 p.m.

Briefs
1 he Blight team begins its
season In hosting C.C. Santa
( i,
Feln mut 3, at South
..iniptis. Sal! 11151...

SP.1.14Is

.111,11, SI \11,1 t

sits

The baseball team runs sprints after a practice game at the municipal stadium Tuesday.

Baseball team all geared up
Spartans look to
improve on last
year’s record

"We net

through a rough
’ii 1.1,1 VC.11,
said catcher
( ;coil fessenden.
Ft er 1996. the SpArtans have
another grueling seasoii ahead
of them. First. they has i till Is
2. non-conference games startig with Cal State Los Angeles at
hurtle’ on Feb. 3 at Municipal
S1.1,1111111. Conference games
bcgio away from home on
\late Ii 22. when they play
agamst
Pit aro sat., the non -confere games will be the litmus
test It ir the team and will estab11,11 the player’s roles. He said
11,c goal is to gain stability as a
icam aild mote back On the winning ti,I,L
o nabbed John Schmitz,
( Allot nia junior col1.1,1 \
lege plat ei iit the year, despite
idlers from Cal and Stanford,
Ii an early seasein boost.
trite
the recruit went
snit! when Schmitz "couldn’t
make the grade’s" and became

By Michael Barton
Spartan Dail., Staff N’tiirr
It’.1111 is
III ns’ hr11,11itiv; lot the 1996 ,easem its 1.1N1 Ill Ill(’
Vest
L."111(14’11( t. I he’ ht.1111 1/1.111, to
get hat k em the winning ti uk in
’canting beim the mistake, eil
last CAI\ Ihisit 14 21-33 seas, en.
lit 1997, the teaHe. cute!, the
cern mot
!imp:mite: \Ye:snail
ag.mea
Athletie Iottletem
such college baseball
Fa esti, State. Sin 1)iego State
and I lawaia
Head cee,1 h S.1111 P11.11., s.1111
1,1111WS

11,1111

11111,1

11,, Hs

,111.! mewling, to ’mite for011
ward and be m eimpetitit e. Pit al"
said flit It’,1111 had .1 hall Stast en
eel illeSDIA ciii e .111d
sulDle WeakIlVsSt, III pen lung

acadeue i mlii ineligible, said
Piraro. De spite the loss Piraro
feel, the team is better prepared
this tem than last and ready to
lean] ft om its losses.
With 12 returning players this
season, more than twice last
\ ear’s number, Piraro says he is
c, milting on leadership to play a
key role. "Their experience has
to be an asset," he said.
Piraro is counting on returning senior Rich Ledeit to boost
the pitching staff as the number
one starter and team captain.
Also, fotir new junior college
transfers will add urthe team’s
overall pit( lung strength. Jason
Davis from Solano College and
Javier Pamus from Mesa College
will complete the top three
starter’s list.
The pitching staff will benefit
this season from a new pitching
coach, Doug Thurman, who
joins the team from Sacramento
State. Fessenden said the coaching has paid off and the pitching
staff already seems to be ahead

of last year.
Improving the offense, says
Piraro, will also be a key focus.
Besides other strong returning
players, Piraro is counting on
second baseman Patrick Walsh,
junior John Misplay, and senior
pinch -hitter Chris Kokaly to
improve the team’s offense
through improved "run production."
Transfer
student
Ryan
Johnson will have a significant
role, said Piraro. Johnson is touted as a top recruit with his .371
hitting is
at SaddlebackiC
ti 1997, "He II swing the bat for
tiS," said l’iraro.
Com h Piraro is optimistic
that last ear’s weaknesses have
been addressed and with returning and new talent, the Spartans
will get back on the winning
track this year.
"We are learning not to beat
ourselves," said Piraro. "[We
need to] make the opponent
play their best game."

Dream team Baseball in 2000 Olympics?
(Lit
AFIANI.1 ,.5,1’) Oil the
when Atlanta ot gainiels untealed
the baseball se heihilt hir the 111111!
()It rupic S. most eit the talk riie’eeel on finding .1 seal tie gel the
major league!, ititeelted ill time lit
the 2000 C.:11111.’S 111 Stehle.%
Baseball hoeistei, ate wet! led
then sport could be (hopped 1 tom
the I Ilvinpic pogram unless !het
see e 1he best placers like basketball and hoi I et

"We’re not kidding ourselves,"
Richard Case, secretary general of
the
International
Baseball
Ass"( iation and chief of USA
Baseball. said Thursday at a news
confereti, e announcing the 1996
Olt mpii iormat. "We’re not the
g! eat i 14.1111e in town in some of
the se
’um Samaranch, president eel t he International Olympic
Commute, . has made clear his

SPARTAN DAILY

desire to have the world’s best athletes in every sport.
"There’s pressure to bear on us
to have pros in the Olympics,"
Case conceded.
The Atlanta Games will feature
the third version of the U.S.
"Dream Team" in basketball, while
Andre Agassi and Pete Sampras
are expected to play for the
American team in tennis. The
National Hockey I.eague has

agreed to shut down for two weeks
in 1998 so its top players can take
part in the Winter Olympics at
Nagano.
Baseball, meanwhile, continues
to have the rule barring any player
who has signed a professional contract from competing. Under the
Communist system, the world
champion Cubans are able to send
most of their top players but other
countries field second-rate teams.

Inside the ivy-covered complex
across from the Event Center,
school records are falling.
Swimming records, to be exact.
This year’s women’s swim team
has already broken three SJSU
records and is poised to break
more. With standout newcomers,
Jeanette Timmer and Ellen
Carlsson, no record is safe.
Thorner and Carlsson have
eclipsed two records, held by
Angie Wester-Krieg, a SJSU alumna and 1992 olympian. Thorner
topped Wester’s record by two
seconds in the 400 individual
shattered
Carlsson
medley.
Wester’s 1,000-yard freestyle by
more than nine seconds. Both
were ten-year school records.
from
SJSU
Coming
tee
both
Sweden,
Stockholm,
Thorner and Carlsson have been
swimmers since they were about
8 years ()Id.
"Ever since the age of 13, I
have had workouts six days a
week," Thorner said.
A goal of theirs was to chime to
California tel swim. They have
had fun, broken records and are
striving for more. Thorner hopes
to break the 200-yard individual
medley record and Carlsson has
her eyes on the 500-yard and
1,650-yard freestyle.
The third record broken this
year was in the 400-yard relay.
The team comprises Adrian
Simpson, Suzy Brooks, Thorner
and Carlsson.
Coach RoseAnn Benson is
proud of her team and believes
the sky is the limit. "Our team
has broken three records already,
and 1 can see us breaking three
or hair more."
Beyond records, they have also
been very competitive this year.
They beat UC Irvine for the first
time and lost to Pac-I0 powerhouse Oregon StatV’by a point.
They had Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo beat, but a controversial
disqualification due to a false
start, reversed the decision.
The SJSU swim team also has
two talented divers in Kellie
Lasich and Michelle Guglielmo,
both freshmen.
"They have acclimated well tel
the competition that Division 1
brings," said third-year diving
coach Jack Taylor.
Lasich and Guglielmo will he
competing Saturday in the BYU
Diving Invitational in Utah.
"I would like tel see them shoot
for the quarterfinals which would
place them in the top 16," Taylor
said.
It will be a difficult task in a
competition that features a
majority of the schools from the
WA:. However, Taylor believes it
is possible.
No matter what outcome, the
women always urge each other
on to success.
Carlsson said, "We are like one
big family. We have lots of fun
together.
Time will tell just how many
records this "family" breaks.

BOUND & GAGGED BY DANA SUMMERS
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Spartans blow lead late with turnovers
San Jose State University
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Long Beach State turns 6-point deficit into I 3 -point victory in 2nd half
By Eddie Zacapa
Spartan Daily Sporn Editor

The SJSU players looked like
the three blind mice in the second
half of last night’s basketball game
against Long Beach State
University (9-7, 4-3).
"We were just standing around,"
SJSU coach Stan Morrison said.
"We stopped playing and just
handed the game away."
Away to the tune of 76-63 at the
Event Center as the Spartans (412. 3-5)mishandled the ball 28
times and shot as if they were
blindfolded in the second half.
SJSU shot 33.3 percent after
having shot 52.4 percent in the
first half.
"A lot of shots were an element
of desperation," Morrison said.
"We shot bad."
And it all fell apart for the SJSU
with 11 minutes to go, as the
Spartans saw a 52-45 lead disappear in less than a minute.
49ers’ Marcus Johnson, got his
own rebound and finger rolled it
in and Rasul Salahuddin, who had
five steals, snatched one and drove
coast to coast to bring the score to
52-50.
"Rasul was unbelievable," 49er
coach Seth Greenberg said. "Have
you ever seen a guy that active?"
Salahuddin also had eight assists
and 15 points.
In the first half, the Spartans

Classi
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clalm for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee ImpNed. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Deity consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

coasted to 16-7 lead with the help
of forward Olivier Saint-Jean, who
found all open slam dunk for the
first two points of the game on a
feed from guard Tito Addison.
Saint-Jean had nine of his 16
points in the first half and once
again led the Spartans in scoring.
.1
uii ti.fer from
Saint:lean
Long Basch State 76, SJSU 63

FT4 Peb A To PF Mln IP
7-9 6 3 4 4 24 16
1-2 2 1 4 4 20 9
1-2 7 0 4 1 32 5
78 2 2 2 4 33 14
1-2 0 1 3 1 31 5
04 0 3 3 0 14 0
3-4 0 2 3 1 11 3
1-1 5 0 3 5 22 9
0-0 5 0 2 I 15 2
21-26 31 13 26 21 200 63

FG-A
SJSU
Saint-Jean 5-13
4.7
Aar
Hammonds
2-6
Addison
4-8
Williams
2-7
07
Caen-Hall
04
Bacon
Taylor
4-7
1-1
Greene
2243
Totals

FCHA
FT.A Roe A To Pt Min TP
UOP
1 38 10
2-2 5 1
Jadaon
4-11
3-5 4 1
1 21 7
Hankins
28
2
7 0
Yankelevitz
0-0
0-0 2 1
3 38 15
24 3 8
Salahuddin 7-18
4 3830
Colton
14-23
5-9 5 1
Johnson
3-5
$5 6 1
4 32 9
0
9
Brown
1-2 0 0
0.0
0-0 0 0
0
2
Catania
0-1
Davis
2 12 4
0-0 3 0
2-3
1
1 0
00
0-0 0 0
Branner
Total
32-07 16-27 35 12 2 20 200 76
32 44 15
Long Beech State
36 25 63
San Jose State
FG% - SJSU 373, LBS 480 FT% - SJSU 750. LBS 593
3-pt goals - SJSU 2-11, 182 (Saint-Jean 1-4, Addison 1-3,
Campbell-kali 62. Bacon 0-1, Mans 0-I) LBS 4-11 3E4
’Cotton 3-6. Sashed* 1-4, Hawkins 01) Blocked shots SJSU 3 ISaint-Jean. Taylor, Greene), LBS 2 (Salahuditn,
Johnson) Steals - SJSU 13 iSemi-Jean 3. Allen 2,
Hammonds 2, Addison, Williams. Campbell-HMI. Bacon,
Taylor. Greene). LBS B Salahuddin 5, Cotton 3)
Attendance -2,41S Event Center, San Jose.
FG.A.Fetl Goals.Allenps, FT/4F. troolts-Altirrls.
ely
Rge.T,.Thiqoppl.,
A.A..)),
PF.P.sonw Foul, 14)14,166.

TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with Infants,
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. lmmed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-996-1437.
PULN TO BE A TEACHER?
PT tutors needed for K 12.
Bil.-Spanish. 87-58 hour.
Work-study OK.
With CALIF. MINI CORPS.
924-3631,
LIKE BEING PAID 3 WAYS?
Hourly wage+mileage+tips.
Come to Domino’s Pizza, 576 E.
Santa Clara St. 298-3030,
9233030. 578-3030.
ADMIN. ASSIST. IN LAW OFFICE.
Part-time, flex schedule; light
phones, bookkeeping, filing; computer sys. admin. data analysis:
fax resume to 408-295-6693.
CASHIERS - NEED DEPENDABLE
working cashiers to fill in several
shifts at two locations. Please apply
in person. 4th & Santa Clara
Chevron. 295-3964 or 269-0337.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21-30, healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend
and expenses paid. Please call
WWFC 1-510-8209495

BIG WEST
Men’s Basketball Standings
Team
UC Irvine
UC Santa Barbara
Nevada
Long Beach State
Utah State
Cal State Fullerton
UNLV
Pacific
SJSU
New Mexico State

Coat.

Overall

5-2
5-3
4-3
4-3
4-3
4-4
3-4
3-5
3-5
2-5

8-6
8-8
11-6
9-7
10-9
5-11
6-9
7-9
4-12
5-10

Thursday’s games

Long Beach State 76, SJSU 63
Irvine 72, Nevada 70
Utah State 73, Cal State Fullerton 49
UC Santa Barbara 66, Pacific 64
Saturday’s games
UC Santa Barbara

at SJSU
Cal State Fullerton at Nevada
Long Beach State at Pacific
UNLV at New Mexico State
UC Irvine at Utah State
Monday’s games

Utah State at New Mexico State
Nevada at UNLV

ti By

TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elem, school-age recreation prog..
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T)
during sum, camp pro& Xlnt. sal.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
Janet at 354.8700(23. (Not avail.
school year? Call for summer employment-lifeguards, cempleaderS).

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 9243282
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary t- tes WORD PROCESSING
Students needed in the immediate
&ea. Fulitime/part-time openings. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Call today 1-415-968-9933. Science & English papers/theses
International Bartenders School. our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA,
Turabian and other formats.
S35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll Resumes, editing, graphics
Free 1-8 00-89 8-9 7 78 Ext. R- and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
2236 for details.
Cal Paul ct Visinia 408.251-0449.
540,000/YR INCOME
CALL MARCIA 268-9448
Potential. Home Typists/PC
Word Processing Service/Fax
users. Toll Free 1-800-898Editing/Format Specialist for
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Turaidan MLA
BRAND NONNI
Grammar, Sentence Structure
VISION 21 - An AWESOME new
Tele-Communications Co. wants Hearth Science/Eng./History/Bus.
motivated individuals for an International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.
INCREDIBLE ground floor opportunity. Immediate & residual income
potential. 1-800-656-6732.
US ATTENTION SU
Mega Memory’s Kevin Trudeau
has a BRAND NEW ground floor
money making opportunity!!!
Don’t miss this! 1-800656-6732.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up
to $2,000H/month- World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60413.
TROPICAL BEACH RESORT JOS Luxurious hotels are now hiring
seasonal positions. Lifeguards,
food service, housekeepers,
host/hostess, & front desk staff.
Call Resort Employment Services
1-206-971-3600 ext. R60411.

CHILD CARE: For 2 cute boys.
6+ flexible hrs/wk. Very close to
campus. Call Lisa at 286-5451.
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408-494-0200
Downtown
408-364-2700
Campbell
Office positions also available.

II EARN EXTRA CASH S
up to $120/week)
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old,
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M -F, 8-5pm.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%. 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SERVICES

TRAVEL

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
1408)379-3500.

WRITING HELP. Hs’ -0-c’essona,
editing, rewriting. gho=,,, -c
Essays, letters, app
statements, proposals. re at,
etc. For more info, please r,,i
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.

SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB S.( 1
Tante Feb. 2o y. 41:n. Two ’-grits.
sv Squaw
& NorH star.
$100. Call Mary 324.811 3

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

SCHOLARSHIPS

CAMPUS CLUBS

$1,000 STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS!
$1,000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Starting salaries from 830k+.
For details. contact Dr. Jorge
Marcondes, Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/924-3210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.

JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Enjoy learning about Irish. Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information.
cat! Kelly at (408) 9277925.

FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
Billion in private sector grants and
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent’s income.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-26 3-64 95 ext.
F60413.

SPORTS! THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There :s nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

FOR RENT
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help. Private money
2 BDRM. APARTMENT $800/M0.
No pay back. For details, call
Security type building
510-6320835 or 510-471-8667.
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
REAL ESTATE
Laundry Room
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St
pennies on Si.. Dellnquent Tax. (408) 295-6893
Repo’s, REO’s, Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800898-9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

CRIME PREVENTION NVFORMADON
1-900-822-COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70 -mm. (9-min max)
18 yrs. /Touch tone phone
THE COP-UNE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Ph.# 408-683-5723.
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green
Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call
Tamara Daney 415-267-7267.
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods on services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

FOR NAnavAL / AGENcv RATES ow. 408-924-3277

HLLLEDLEEEEDDEEEM=EMEN7 =EDF
7=EDEDEEDEEDEE=ELLEDOD ELLE
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Ad Rates:

3 -line minimum
Two Three
Ono
Days
Days
DAY
Di
$7
$S

3M..
4 linos
$S
$6
so
5 Orme
$7
6 limes
$10
$S
$1 for each additional line

$10
311
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Please check /
one classification:

Fly.

AM.%
Days
$13 t1iry Siete
Acne

tc
Spartan Daily dassifirods
After the Rfth day, Me increases by $1 per day. San Ammo State University
San Joss, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additfonal words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
$70
15-19 lines: $110

Send check a money order

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209
MI Deadline 1000 am two weekdays before publcabon
No refunds on cancelled ads
IS All ads are prepaid
III Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL 14011) 594-3277

’ ,
Greek Messages* _ S’
__Events*
_Announcement,*
’,onrces
_LOS! and FOund
BeauN
_Volunteere
_For Sale*
__Autos For Sale*
.
_Computers Etc
_Wanted*
’
_Word
_Employment
_Opportunities
_Sonde,. :

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"’Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Alimak..morom.o..1111.-

INSURANCE

AUTO INSURANCE
Crii
- ii-surance Service
,todent Programs
SixServing SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
EXPERIENCE THAILAND . - Cal
Good Rates for Non-Good Dever’s"
State Hayward’s Bangkok sumSPECIAL DISCOUNTS
mer Quarter ,/ discover Thailand "Good Student -Family Muiti-car
WRITING ASSISTANCE any Tour. Under $3,500. Academic
CALL TODAY 296-6270
subject. Why suffer and get poor credit. June 17 to August 6
MEE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
grades when help is just a CO Info: Jute Clark. 510-885-3538.
away? Harvard Ph.D.
NO OBLIGATION
Also one". Sat.gclays 9-2.
college teacher) ass’s-, k
research & writing. Tutor .a
avail. Friendly, caring, confider. Convenient Peninsula local
Dissertation/thesis specia
Samples & references availar
Chinese & other langs. spoke,.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415) 5230505...ssk for Datisi.

Print your ad hero. Line is 30 spaces. including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

3-9 lines:

- SPARrAN DAILY

SJSU guard Jahi Bacon loses control of the ball in the
first half in last night’s defeat against Long Beach State.

led

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT
Part-time, am v pm shifts, flextle
RECEPTIONLSONANTED must hours. Serving Downtown Sa-dose
type at least 45 wpm. 10 key, good Inner City Express. Apply in person.
phone mamer, payroll fihr billing& 22 West Saint John, San Jose.
various ckities. Please call 2790765.
WORK PIT WITH DISABLED ADULTS
NANNY NEEDED IN CUPERTINO evenings & weekends in their own
homes. $7.21/hr. Call Greater
20-30 hrs/wk. $10 $12/hr.
Opportunities at 248-4464. Live-in
Ideal job for a student. No Fee!
also available.
Town & Country Agency.
1415-325-2082.
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" UST
ESTIMATOR - Previous ImovAecge or _Register for class _Roommate
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
blueprints in regards to painting
Exp. in bidding. Must put together books _FIND A IOW!. Strike
up a conversation with that nice
bidpackets. Cali 2970765.
looking person I met at registration.
‘We can’t help you with everyNANNY/MOTHER’S HELPER. Los
Gatos working mom seeks helper thing but we may be able to help
for child care, light housekeeping you with a job.
Would you like a position that
& errands. One school age child.
YOU NEED: Exp. refs. & reliable car. will compliment your class schedule?
Positions available throughout San
GREAT HOURS: M-F, 1 to 6 flexible.
GOOD PAY: $6 to $7/hr. DOE. Jose, Santa Oma. Fremont &Milpitas.
VANGUARD
Weekly paycheck. Call 356-2613.
SECURITY SERVICES
Apply M-F 8am-5pm.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
caner Scott/San Tomas.
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too marry benefits to list!
Cey, Swing Grave Shifts, F/T& P/T. DRIVER/WAREHOUSE 2 immed.
Call or way in persat. Man-Sun 7.7, openings: 10:00am-2:00pm and
2:00pm-6:00pm. DMV printout
408-286-5880.5550 Mert
required. Cook’s Automotive.
bac’. San Cate and Pali:Ivor,
(408)4534771. ME.
behind the Cad and Paty Stae.
PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT.
Excellent Part-Time opportunity!
We are seeking an outgoing individual to assist our Foster City
office approximately 25-30 hrs/wk
with general office work. The ideal
candidate will have prior experience working in a professional
environment. Strong customer
service skills & general business
skills required. Part-time hours
M-F, flexible. Computer literacy a
plus. Qualified applicants please
fax or mail your resume to:
C. Reichert, Oakwood Corporate
Housing, 3180 Crow Canyon Pl..
Ste, 140, San Ramon, CA 94583:
FAX: (510) 3554295. eoe/aa.

Michigan State, lead the team in
scoring with 13.5 points per game
and was second in rebounding
with 5.7 per outing before the
game.
His efforts kept the game close
in the first half as SJSU led 38-32,
and appeared to be on the road to
winning, Morrison said.
SJSU at one point led 21-11 lead
as Saint-Jean made a three-pointer
look easy with a hand in his face.
"I know I can take anyone off
the dribble," he said, "but I’m still
learning and I need to learn
more."
In the second half the SJSU lead
was gone in two minutes as 49er
James Cotton sank two threepointers in a row.
Cotton, who had a game-high
30 points, had three of the 49er’s
four treys for the night - all in
the second half.
The Spartans, who have the
most turnovers in the conference
with 325 had four more in the last
10 minutes to help the 49ers run
away with the game.
Saint-Jean getting into foul trouble with late in the game caused
Morrison sit him out. Saint Jean
ended up playing only 24 minutes.
"It most definitely affected the
game," Saint-Jean said. "I hope we
don’t get down on this loss. We
just need to bounce back and take
care of business."

DAILY
CROS SWORD
11041 1,1’.- it /il clip a/ it; tilt’ lIeU 1:,.,14t.

ACROSS
1 Dogpalchs
Mammy 6 Diplomacy
10 Bushy hairdo
14 Entertain
15 Baseball family
name
16 Soared
17 Walked in the
ocean
18 Door frame
19 Oil or coal
20 Rosy.cheeked
22 Leisure times
24 Zodiac sign
26 Sly
27 Newsletter
32 Hall-of-Famer
Mel 33 Assumed name
34 Expire
36 Have bills
39 Lodging places
40 Brief
41 Part of a book
jacket
42 Make lace
43 Freshwater fish
44 Stray calf
45 Heat source
46 Drench
48 Woos
51 Soggy
52 Appliance for a
college student
54 Chopped fine
58 Opposed
59 Singer Irene 61 Destined
63 Sharp
64 Comedienne
Tomlin
65 Say
66 ’Jane -"
67 Paradise
68 Like clayey soil

DOWN

1 Swing around.
as a ship
2 Actor Sharif

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MONO@ =OW MUM
UMOMM UMMIA UMW
MUM@ =OM MOO
MOMMUMUO MOCIUM
MOM =MOON
001=110 UMW
OM= IMMO ODOM
MOOD= UMMOOMO
MIAMMW MOMM =WO
MU= @MOM
=MUM =IBM
OROWNIM COMMOMMEI
MOO MOW MOUND
MOON RIMUIM UM=
WEIMI UM= DEMO@
996 Unolpri
3 African
antelope
4 Exploited
5 InledereS
6 - Mahal
7 "There ought to
be
8 Celestial body
9 SweetScented
flower
10 Influence
11 Fail
12 Like long
grasses
13 Wise birds
21 Up to now
23 High -flying toy
25 Edmonton
hockey player
27 Minnows. e g
28 Arm bone
29 Loose threads
30 -- Vegas
31 Undercover
cops
35 Old-lashronnd
exclamation
iv Gymnast
Korbut

37 Delay
38 Fencing
sword
40 Octopus
appendage
41 Pro
43 Knitting
stitch
44 Conscientious
45 Lying on the
back
47 Baseball great
Wilirnims
48 Brooklyn $ Island
49 Playful
animal
50 Due
52 Cod
53 Novelist Stanley
Gardner
55 Roman
statesman
56 Soul -singer
James
57 Judge
60 Willer Rand
62 Thisy

8
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TAP: Students could lose discount if no transit agreement can be reached
From page 1
of public transthe rate of student
portation from 10 pet, , in to 20 percent.
The goal of the program is to reduce
pollution. eliminate stressful commuting
and get people off the streets and onto
buses and lightrail trains
issued to stuThough the transit ,
dents each semestet is the key to TAP,
Alfonso De Alba, A. s. Special Projects
coordinator said that it is not being used
enough.
"There are still quite a few students who
use public transportation without their

Surgalskr.
ChineseAmerican
advantaged
From page 1
on behalf or out Cullrgr to specific
corporations and foundations,"
sttrgalski said.
Surgalski comes to the university
with a strong philanthropic background. She was previously employed
as the director of development for
the Arts Council of Santa Clara
County. where she was responsible
for adding 40 percent to the total
contributed income.
"%e hired Ursula for four reasons,"
said Jack Crane, dean of the College
of Humanities and Arts. "First of all
for her expertise, which is great; sec mid of all her experience, which is
y ast. thud of all her intelligence,
%vim h is sets sharp; and fourth of all
her personal graciousness."
In addition to conducting needs
,sessments for her department,
Norgalski will use those skills to open
new channels of communication
between the university and its alumni. "The exciting part to me is bringing former faculty and students back
to campus and letting them know
that they can help in very specific
ways," she said.
The programs that Surgalski’s
work will support include the Center
for Literary Arts, the John Steinbeck
Research Center, the Beethoven
Center and the Institute for Social
Responsibili tv. These programs have
been active in bringing speakers such
as writer Amy Tan, an SJSU graduate,
and Zoe 1A)fgren, 1)-San Jose, to campus. In February. the list of notable
guests
will
include
Yevgeny
Yevtushenko, one of Russia’s most
celebrated poets. Surgalski said.
Surgalski. a Chinese-American, says
she feels her cultural background
gives her an advantage in her new
position. "I feel like that cultural richness has added to my ability to wi
with a wide cross-section of ulturcs.she said.

1k ’si.11..1. -sruct

i) XII 1

Surgalski

transit said, he said.
Th, transportation access is facing its
final semester, and De Alba is working on
developing a new program similar to TAP
with the Transportation Agency. Though
it may cost the students more, he said he
hopes to provide some kind of incentive
for them.
On Dec. 14, 1995 the Santa Clara
County. Transportation Agency proposed
the Eco Pass Program to De Alba and Ed
Chambers, associate vice president of
Admissions and Records. Eco Pass is a
pilot program aimed at employers for

their employees. The cost is $40 pet
rear.
De Alba said that although Smile
benefits are helpful to the university,
such as fewer parking problems and
congestion, "It is not applied to students and doesn’t address our needs."
De Alba has proposed a different
program in which students would be
charged $16.50, the same youth fare
that children between the ages of five
and 17 pay.
lithe Transportation Agency and
De Alba do not develop a program that
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There are still quite a few students who use public
transportation without their transit card.
Alfonso De Alba
A.S. special projec-ts coordinator

benefits all parties, transportation will 14,.)
hack to the way it was before, with no dis-

count programs for students.

Nguyen: Troupe wants to capture essence of Vietnamese
From page I
said
As a musician. Nguyen said he
believes he plays an active role in
his culture and society. He refers
to music as a silent textbook,
because it contains no words, but
carries a lot of expressions.
’The musicians must be trained
to respond to the need of their
society," Nguyen said. "In playing
music, the musician or singer
must understand the concept of
his or her emotions and concentrate on how to project their feelings to the audience. Their feelings must transfer to the
audience."
He said his international audience is often not aware that the
Vietnamese possesses musical talents.
"Someone would tell me at the
end of a concert that they didn’t
know Vietnam, besides by the war,
there is a rich musical culture that

had not been known to a lot of
people, particularly in the U.S.,"
Nguyen said.
Nguyen’s performance is presented by the Association for the
VIET ARTS (AVA), a San Josebased non-profit organization
dedicated to the advancement of
the artists of Vietnamese Heritage.
Hoa Glassey, chairman of AVA.
said Nguyen’s first visit to San Jose
was well received, and that he
played to a full house of all ages
and cultures. Because of the success of Nguyen’s visit, Glassey said
the association will continue its
commitment to expose traditional
and contemporary Vietnamese
an.
"We want to capture the essence
of (Vietnamese) artists, to support
all of them and to be there for
them," Glassey said, "We want to
present them to the community
and have them appreciated by the
community."
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Someone would tell me at the end of a concert
that they didn’t know Vietnam, besides by the war.
There is a rich musical culture that had not been
known to a lot of people, particularly in the U.S.
Phon Nguyen
Vietnamese musician
LAWN Fiji

Father kills girlfriend
as daughter watches
9-year-old witness
to brutal murder
By Francis Ladines
Spartan Daili Staff Writer

it
An ex -convict with a hist,
domestic violence stabbed his
girlfriend to death Wednesday as
their
9-year-old
daughter
watched, San Jose Police said.
About 3:15 a.m., San Jose
police responded to 612 N.
Genevieve Lane after the child
placed a 9-1-1 emergency call to
tell authorities, "Mommy and
Daddy are fighting." Officers
found the child and her 5-yearold sister alone with the bloody
body of their mother, 30-year-old
Charlotte Maestas of San Jose.
The suspect. 29-year-old Jimmy
Vim ent Mariscal of San Jose had

left the scene, but was later
found at a relative’s residence.
He was taken into custody without incident, police said.
Mariscal
had just
been
released from state prison a few
months ago. At the time of the
killing, he was wanted for failure
to appear in court on charges of
narcotics possessi,
Santa Clara County court
records show numerous arrests
for narcotics and domestic violence. In 1994, Mariscal was sentenced to two years in prison for
possession of narcotics.
The children are currently
staying with their maternal
grandmother, police said.
Investigators are still determining the motive for the slaying.

ON A L COLLEGE RINGS

Grandmother and granddaughter slain in home
By Francis Ladines
sport.

Daily Staff ’Writer

San lose man came home
Wednesday morning to find his
anddaughwife and l!t-ycai-old
e.
ter slain. said San Iiise
1ednesday,
About
11.1 iii ,
police resp, (tided to the 3200
block of Ro, kport Avenue in
Monne
where
Berryessa,
Damning’ ham and the police

haunt the twii bodies of Phang
and
Pak
Danuongtham
Damrongtham in different parts of
the house.
Phang Darnrongtham was finmd
in the first floor of their two-story
duplex house, while her granddaughter, Pak Damrongtham, was
finind on the second than.
The bodies were first discovered
by a mail carrier, who alerted a

neighbor.
Although police said the women
may have been beaten, stabbed
and perhaps shot, the cause of
death is unknown, and the nature
of the wounds is still tinder investigation.
No evidence suggests the crime
was gang-related and the case is
also not being considered as a
murder-suicide.

Three children slain as estranged father opens fire into car
alit. (.AP)
I. \ DERS.
A
inflict filed a handgun into a car
his
(
will
hildren
Thursday,
filled
killing two 1 1-y1..1i-olds as sheriff’s
deputies arrived. then killing a 13year-old stepdaughter he had
grabbed lo the nec k.
The direr hildren were identifled as stepson Erik Resendiz, 11,
niece Wendy Cervantes, II, and
stepdaughter Sandra Resendiz, 13,
all of Landers. Also wounded was a
7-year-old boy, the gunman’s bin-.
logical son.
Martin Mendoza-Garcia, 32, of
Carson City, Nev., was wounded by
San Bernardino Gum ty deputies
after he shot at them, hitting their
patrol cars. Deputies ret iii ied fire
ia as he
and aught Merit:kr/4.4
ran into a back yard.
le had just been given a 31i-day
suspended sentence MondaY for
beating 13-year-old Sandra. u ii,itl-

Pi

Dr Phon Nguyen and his wife, Tuyen Tonnu, who’s also one of the ensemble.

ing to Nevada «ntrt iii inds. A
lose Cervantes. uncle ot.
hort
11-yeat-old Wendy, said: "I think
there’s no words to describe what
he’s done."
Mendoza-Garcia was treated for
W11111Id to the shoulder and was
booked for investigation of minder and attempted murder. He was
being held withi nit bail at the
Morongo Basin county jail, said
slut ill’s Sgt. Floyd Gilbreth.
Mendom-Garcia’s nephew, Jose
Soria Delgado, ’13, also of Carson
Citv, accompanied his uncle from
tVAda
to Landers so that
\1,ndoza-Garcia cm mid confront
%win
wife,
estranged
his
( ’et sautes. who had just moved
with her children to be with velatives, :libretti said.
When Mendma-Garcia began
making threats, Delgado (In we
away. Ile was stopped by deputies

in Apple Valley and arrested for
investigation of murder.
Jerry Mather, chief deputy of the
Carson City Sheriff’s Department,
said Mendoza-Garcia had lived
there about a year. His wife and
children left about a week ago for
Southern California, and he left
two days ago. Mather said.
Deputies went to a house on
Geronimo Trail after someone
phoned in a warning of a gunman,
said Deputy Cheryl Huff of the San
Bernardino County Sheriff’s office.
The desert town is about 100 miles
east of Las Angeles.
As deputies arrived, they saw
Mendom-Garcia in the driveway
clutching the 13-year-old by the
neck. He began shooting into a
brown car, said sheriff’s Sgt. Rick
Carr. tie then shot the third child
in the head, said Carr.

$200

BACK TO SCHOOL COLOSSAL SALE
umiTED ’I’IME ONLY

Available at the Spartan Bookstore
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